Gesture Focus Group

Reading List Fall 2009

Week 1 [9/02/09] – Introductory meeting

Week 2 [9/09/09] – Extracting information from gestures


Week 3 [9/16/09] – Gesture production models


Week 5 [9/30/09] – Guest Lecture by Lisette Mol

Lisette Mol (Ph.D. Candidate), Tilburg University, The Netherlands

*Title of talk:*
Does mimicry of co-speech gestures result from alignment in mental representations?

Week 6 [10/07/09] – Joint Action II


Week 7 [10/14/09] – Joint Action III


Week 8 [10/21/09] – Human communication systems I


Week 9 [10/28/09] – Mirroring and mentalizing brain networks


Week 10 [11/04/09] – Human communication systems II


Bruno Galantucci, Ph.D., Yeshiva University and Haskins Laboratories

*Title of talk:*

Studying the emergence of human communication systems in the laboratory

Week 12 [11/18/09] – No meeting (Psychonomics)

Week 13 [11/25/09] – No meeting (Thanksgiving)
Week 14 [12/02/09] – Presentation by Karla Batres & Matt Jacovina

Project on the parallel activation of languages during reading in Spanish-English bilinguals when encountering inter-lingual homographs (false friends)

Week 15 [12/09/09] – Psycholinguistics Chapter